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Middle East Scholars Give Academic Freedom Award to the (Turkish) “Initiative for 
Solidarity with Detained Students” (Tutuklu Ogrencilere Dayanisma Inisiyatifi – TODI) 
  
[Denver, November 20, 2012] – The Middle East Studies Association of North America 
(MESA) has bestowed its 2012 Academic Freedom Award on the Initiative for Solidarity 
with Detained Students (TODI), a Turkish organization which provides support, legal 
assistance and advocacy on behalf of the hundreds of students who have been arrested by 
the Turkish government because of their academic research or their exercise of their 
rights of free speech and association in connection with Kurdish rights.  
  
MESA made the award on Sunday evening, November 18, 2012, at the awards ceremony 
held during its 46th annual meeting, in Denver, Colorado. MESA cited in particular the 
work of TODI in preparing a substantial report detailing the circumstances of the 
undergraduate and graduate students in detention.  
  
“The report prepared by TODI presents a distressing record of detention and long-term 
imprisonment of students – the majority of whom are Kurdish – that presents a clear and 
present danger to academic freedom in Turkey, particularly related to scholarly research, 
publication and organizing on the subject of Kurdish rights,” said Professor Zachary 
Lockman of New York University, who presented the award on behalf of MESA’s 
Committee on Academic Freedom. “The TODI report eloquently documents state 
practices that undermine the basic right to an education and run the risk of placing a 
generation of students in detention for nothing more than their calls for educational 
reforms and their scholarly activities concerning Kurdish rights.”  
  
In making the award MESA noted that, despite massive pressure and harassment from the 
government, TODI has done an admirable job of bringing public attention to the plight of 
these detained students. While MESA and other organizations have protested the arrest, 
detention, and imprisonment of professors and journalists in Turkey – a frequent 
occurrence in Turkey over the last two years in particular – TODI’s work in highlighting the 
fate of the hundreds of individual students subjected to harsh punishment for their 
research and activism on Kurdish rights draws attention to a less well-publicized threat to 
academic freedom in Turkey. Bestowing this award on TODI offers a timely reminder that 
academic freedom includes the right of students to an education and the right to conduct 
scholarly research without government intimidation.

 


